Local Farmers Seeking Drought Classification

A group of local farmers has formed a committee to study the impact of drought on their crops. The committee has been formed in response to the recent drought conditions that have affected the area. The local farmers are concerned about the potential loss of their crops and are seeking assistance from the government to mitigate the effects of the drought.

Commission To Consider Changing Precinct Lines

The local commission is considering changing the precinct lines in the area. This change could have a significant impact on the local government and the way elections are conducted in the area. The commission is seeking input from the local residents to help make an informed decision.
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Applicants Being Sought

By Miss Panola Pageant

Candidates are now being sought for the Miss Panola County Pageant to be held in April. The pageant is a popular event in the area and attracts a large crowd. The winners will be selected based on their beauty, talent, and poise.

Host Meeting

The College Women's Fine Arts Group will host a meeting to discuss the upcoming events and activities. The group is open to all women in the area who are interested in fine arts and cultural events.
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Carthage Sweeps Doubleheader

One Bad Inning Per Game Sinks B’ville

Ponies Divide Twin Bill With Dragons

Gary Drops Tennis Matches

Bobcats Mangle Blue Devils
CABLE TV
Makes Your TV Set Worth What You Paid For It!
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

The Christian Broadcasting Network Is Coming to Carthage Cable Vision!

Open By 216 E. Jackson And Sign Up.
Also Installation Included in Monthly.

Carthage Cable-Vision
216 E. Jackson
Ph: 693-6382